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About this User Manual
This User Manual is available and effective upon completion of development of the
Outdoor Network Waterproof Column Speaker POE6368. The User Manual includes
system description, matters needing attentions in use, instructions on system connection,
instructions on use of product and technical specifications of the network address center.
Please read this User Manual carefully before connection, installation and use and operate
in accordance with corresponding instructions in the Manual.

This symbol on the rear panel indicates matters needing attentions please use or operate the product
in accordance with corresponding instructions.

Please keep this User Manual in good custody for future use.
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1. Product Description

1.1 About POE6368 Network Column Speaker

POE6368 is a full digital analog conversion signal processor with high fidelity speaker based on the TCP / IP
protocol network which is able to realize the overall design of processor and column speaker. It can be installed at
any place where there is network. Remote audio data flow can output audio signal through this machine and sound
is produced directly from the column speaker by host intelligent control.

1.2 Specification

 All-weather design, waterproof unit, applicable to both indoor and outdoor occasions, long life, high

sensitivity (89±2dB), clear and bright sound

 Can be installed at any place where there is network

 Support maximum 48kHz sampling rate for 16bit digital audio stream decoding

 Built-in 2×10W digital amplifier, low power consumption.

 Can play background music, emergency call, and alarm signal from the host system.

 Can control the local output volume and local play status

 Complete interfaces which complies with the IEEE 802.3af/at standard for Ethernet power supply

(POE) systems

2. Appearance Description

1. Column bottom cover fixing screw hole

2. POE input

Connect with 48V power supply, IEEE 802.3at standard interface

3. Fixing screw hole for install column speaker

1

2

3
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3. Connection Diagram

3.1 SystemApplication Diagram of POE6368

Notes:

1. Only the schematic description for connection of application of POE6368 network
column speaker is made in the above figure. For connection of the whole system, please refer to
operation instructions for the networked control host.

2. It is illustrated by examples in the above figure. For specific connections, please refer to
the schematic diagram of system connection.

3. POE6368 must be connected in the system through IEEE 802.3at standard interface, and
the corresponding address shall be arranged for connection with the host.

以 太 网

Other equipment of the network PA system
Other network or equipment of the

network PA system

Control host of the network PA system

POE6368 POE6368 POE6368终端 POE6368
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4. Setup Instruction of POE6368 on the host
This speaker can be customized to modify the network parameters. Please read this section in detail if you want to
use this feature
Method 1:
1. Modify IP address of the computer. IP of the computer and column speaker should be on the same network

segment. For example, if the column speaker’s IP address is 192.168.40.5, then the IP of the computer should be
set to be 192.168.40.252. (Note: IP conflict is not allowed in the setting process);
2. After the connection of host and the column speaker, set IP address based on the label of the column speaker

in the host IE browser, and you can enter the following information;
3. In the "Network Configuration" column, modify the IP address or server address and click "confirm" to save

the changes.

Method 2:
1. Enter the host software "Settings" -> "System Maintenance" -> "Device Maintenance"
2. Find the IP address on the column speaker’s label. Select and click to modify.
3. Modify the parameters and click OK to save changes.
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5. Installation Diagram

Installation Methods:
1. Install the randomly attached wall-mounted orifice on the upper part of the back of the sound column and pay
attention to the direction of the wall-mounted orifice (See the above diagram on the left);
2. Select the appropriate position on the façade where the sound column needs to be installed and install a nail
with a diameter of 5mm, leaving a 5-8.5mm distance between the pins and the wall;
3. Hang the sound column on the nail, adjust the angle of the sound column and check whether the installation is
firm and reliable.

6. Performance indicator diagram

1) Frequency Response 2) Distortion

(dBSPL, 1W, 1m) (THD< 1.5% 1W, 1m, 200Hz~10kHz)
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Precautions

. Safety precautions
 Before the system is not connected to the power supply line do not plug this device into the grid.
 Make sure that the device input voltage and the equipment voltage requirements exactly; otherwise there

is danger of burn equipment.
 There is a dangerous voltage in the machine, and the voltage is sufficient to cause an electric shock of

personnel. Please do not open the shell without authorization, so as to avoid the risk of electric shock.
 Do not place the equipment in the over-cooling or overheating place.
 Guarantee good ventilation of the working environment, so as to avoid the heating during work, and

damages to the equipment due to too high temperature.
 Please unplug the power plug on the rainy and humid day or when it is not used for a long period.
 Before any component of equipment is removed or reassembled, or any electric apparatus plug or other

lines are disconnected or reconnected, the network cable crystal head must be unplugged, in order to
ensure that the equipment is completely disconnected from the grid.

 In case of the equipment failure, the nonprofessional shall not remove the shell for maintenance without
permission, so as to avoid the unexpected accident or aggravate the damage degree of the equipment.

 Do not place any corrosive chemical near or on the equipment.

2. Precautions for after-sales service
 Our company will offer three-year free warranty (including provision and replacement of parts for free)

for all quality problems appearing during the installation and use in accordance with this instruction and
in the normal use scope since the date of purchase.

 In case of warranty, the user must show the warranty card, the copy saved by the user and sales invoice
as the evidence.

 The following circumstances are not covered in the free guarantee scope:
（1） Damages to products caused due to incorrect installation, use or handling;
（2） Damages to products caused due to abnormal circumstances (for example, too high supply
voltage or environmental humidity);
（3） Damages to products caused due to natural and man-made calamities and other unexpected
accidents.
（4） The number of the product body is converted, altered or removed;
（5） The products are repaired or refitted by the person not authorized by the company;

 Please properly keep the instructions and warranty card.
 For the non-mentioned problem or precautions in the instruction, please contact the dealer or visit our

company's web page http://www.DSPPA.com; http://www.dsppatech.com
 In case of failure in the warranty period, please contact our company's service personnel (or contact the

dealer) for repair or handling. For damages caused due to dis-assembly without authorization or
maintenance by technician not authorized by our company, our company will not assume responsibility
for free warranty

http://www.dsppa.com
http://www.dsppatech.com
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Packing list
S\N List Quantity
1 3000mm/8mm Network cable 2
2 Crystal head 4
3 User Manual 1
4 Certificate/Warranty Card 1/1
5 08 Big bend piece of hanger frame (spraying) 2
6 08 Small bend piece of hanger frame (spraying) 2
7 08 Straight piece of hanger frame (spraying) 2
8 TTM8 Outer Hexagon Nut/colorful 4
9 TT8×14 Hexagon Nut/colorful 4

Specification
Items Specification

NET play
Frequency Response 80Hz-20kHz(±3dB)

distortion ≤0.75%
SNL ≥70dB

Power supply 48V PoE, IEEE802.3at standard
Outer packing dimension（L×W×H mm） 555×320×205
Machine dimension （H×W×L mm） 485×150×125

Gross Weight 5.1kg
Net Weight 3.6kg
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Guangzhou DSPPAAudio Co., Ltd.

ATTENTION
 The equipment cannot be subject to water drop or water splash, and the vase filled with water and other

articles cannot be placed on the equipment.
 Please do not open the machine cover plate at discretion, so as to prevent electric shock. The professional

with professional certificate shall conduct repair if necessary.
 The device is connected via a power cord and power supply when device happens damage or danger,

unplug the power cord can disconnect the device from the grid, so it requires to place the power outlet on
where can easily do power cord plug operation.
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